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ONE COMPELLING MISSION:
LEGAL SUCCESS FOR OUR CLIENTS
Life Sciences is at the forefront of improving our quality of life through
innovation. Our lawyers safeguard our clients’ interests and proactively
maximize their business value, through a mix of acute scientific understanding,
legal expertise and business awareness; our goal is to assist life sciences
corporations at all stages of their commercial development.
Industry specific transactional and regulatory proficiency combined with
extensive in-house experience earned from working for leading multinational
and Greek healthcare companies help our clients navigate the complex legal
frameworks ruling medical devices, pharmaceutical compounds, cosmetics
and nutritional products. Product development, protection, circulation,
pricing, as well as participation to public tenders, antitrust & parallel trade,
patent protection, biotechnologies, artificial intelligence, privacy, veterinary,
FDA and pesticides marketing practices, reimbursement, consumer law,
malpractice, product liability, licensing and antibribery/global compliance
are issues we deal with on a daily basis.
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Sectors
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HEALTHCARE

Medical Law practice presupposes a deep engagement with current and upcoming legal issues and a commitment to work
with institutions and patients. Our experienced and dedicated team manages issues related to ethics, digital health, consent
to treatment in clinical trials and personalized treatment while patients are empowered to become more involved in decisions
about their own treatment and can raise malpractice issues. We also offer comprehensive training programs for clinicians and
hospital administration staff including obtaining consent, avoiding breaches of confidentiality and properly recording consent
in real-life scenarios. Whatever your institutional ambitions or private concerns, we will mobilize our expertise and experience
to form health law solutions which deliver your objectives efficiently and effectively.
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PHARMA & BIOTECH
Whether your business belongs to Pharma or Biotech, it needs corporate or commercial advice and guidance, faces compliance
and corporate governance issues, or requires expert advice on pharma compliance, intellectual property, data protection,
parallel trade, clinical negligence and public procurement, our team of health law experts has your back. We offer legal
services on the approval, marketing and promotion of pharmaceutical products, we advise veterinary pharma companies,
procure license and R&D agreements and advise you on product liability, your interactions with HCPs and HCOs, third party
agreements, claw-back and rebate issues. Moreover, we have considerable experience in clinical drug trials and research, as
well as in the production and marketing authorization of cannabis medicinal products. Therefore, our expertise extends to the
full range of legal actions required for the notification and distribution of over-the-counter (OTC) products, cosmetics and food
supplements. Our deep engagement with the corporate, commercial side of the pharmaceutical law also ensures attention to
all the financial aspects of drug trials, as well as risk management of clinical pathways and protocols.
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MEDICAL DEVICES &
IN VITRO DIAGNOSTICS
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In a highly competitive field that constantly evolves, our team is always up-to-date on the latest legal
developments. While the new MDR and IVDR set new challenges for medical device companies, our lawyers
help you navigate the new standards imposed by the EU legal framework: CE marking, product classification,
adverse incident reporting, incident handling and complaints as well as parallel imports. In addition, we
assist you with market access and reimbursement, product liability, promotion and advertising, public
tenders, supply and distribution agreements, interactions with HCPs and HCOs. Our team provides practical
advice on the full product lifecycle, from R&D and classification to marketing claims and inspections. We
have significant expertise on the technical requirements of digital health solutions, e-health, m-health and
other software-driven innovations.

New digital technologies create unique legal challenges for businesses involved in information,
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technology and e-commerce. Harmonizing their procedures in order to ensure full compliance with
applicable local and European laws and regulations regarding e-commerce, IPR and information
technology law requires a bird’s eye view on the evolving regulatory landscape. We focus on our
clients’ particular needs and interests; we undertake a full range of legal actions in order to prepare
their businesses to navigate the requirements of the digital space, such as drafting Terms of Use,

IC TECHNOLOGY

Confidentiality Clauses and Privacy Policies tailored to their app needs, features and data use and
provide our legal opinion on intellectual property rights and trademark issues alongside day-to-day
support for every other activity related to digital actions.
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Sectors
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FOOD

We assist clients in all aspects of food and beverage product development,
safety, labelling, and promotion. We have substantial experience in the regulatory
requirements for specific types of foods, medical, organic, animal foods and novel
foods. Novel food is greatly related to health and well-being and has been included
in the current or upcoming portfolio of many healthcare and food businesses. The
existing EU legal framework sets specific conditions regarding the marketing of novel
foods and for this reason, specialized legal advice in this newcomer field provides solid
competitive advantages. Our experienced team offers legal advice in a wide range of
issues related to the marketing and promotion of novel foods, health claims, labelling,
notification to regulatory authorities, commercial agreements as well as litigation.
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The Law
is a Living
Organism

In recent years and due to the economic and
technological environment, significant changes
have been implemented in Greek and EU Law that
affect most of the Health Law practice areas. Our
team consistently monitors these changes and
adapts its practice in order to secure attentive and
ethical service that brings undisputed results to
the client.
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DATA PROTECTION & PRIVACY
After years of dealing with personal data protection, our firm is specialized in Data Protection Law. The application of the EU
Regulation 2016/679 (GDPR) has radically changed the landscape and the requirements for businesses active in Health are
strengthened. Our firm offers high quality legal advice building personalized privacy and data protection programs and has
successfully transformed internal business procedures by successfully managing and implementing compliance projects
aiming to ensure a company’s full compliance with the GDPR. Our team has been a key thought leader, providing lectures,
briefings and seminars, to keep our clients informed and confident about recent developments. Our healthcare lawyers as
privacy experts are authors of important academic articles regarding the implications of privacy in the health industry and are
often moderators and speakers in relevant conferences.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & DIGITAL HEALTH
A series of products is currently being developed by healthcare companies that may
assist in tracking, diagnosing and treating illnesses. Machine Learning, mhealth apps,
wearable technology in the form of medical devices, as well as narrow-AI device
systems and conversational agents set significant legal challenges. We are here to
help you solve them. Our firm provides assistance to healthcare companies in the
following indicative fields: privacy and personal data compliance in digital health
projects, cybersecurity, intellectual property, product liability, blockchain technology,
big data analytics, smart contracts, AI and cloud computing as well as incorporation
and funding support for start-up companies. We are proud to have worked and advised
clients on narrow artificial technologies for personalized medicine and industry experts
on “digital twin” MedTech.
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HEALTHCARE COMPLIANCE
In the last few years, substantial change in the Health sector has seen a wave of challenges driven by
public policy, reduced funds and the need to comply to whole new sets of rules and conditions. Our
firm has been successfully advised for Global Compliance Programs, effective reporting processes to
relevant bodies, legal duties of management, as well as drafting standard operating procedures (SOPs).
In this highly regulated environment, we have a long record of advising Life Sciences companies on
their interactions with healthcare professionals (HCPs) and healthcare organizations (HCOs) with a
particular focus on Transparency requirements by implementing Anti-Bribery programs, drafting Ethics
and Integrity Guides, designing of whistleblowing systems, operating efficiently compliance hotline
systems and services. Moreover, our team is a key thought leader and often invited to give educational
lectures, briefings and seminars to keep our clients informed and confident on recent developments
and changes in healthcare compliance.

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL
We provide commercially focused advice to protect and grow your business in a landscape of changing
policy priorities and rolling regulation waves. We actively assist multinational and Greek companies in
life sciences to form subsidiaries, branches or joint ventures in Greece. We advise clients on the optimal
legal vehicles from a corporate and commercial point of view, we negotiate between shareholders
and draft joint-venture agreements leading to M&As; we form Greek subsidiaries on behalf of foreign
investors. We advise on all corporate matters from incorporation to liquidation. Agency, Distribution
appointments, Terms and Conditions of Trade, collaborations and Joint Ventures, Grant agreements,
Clinical Trial agreements, specializing in Intellectual Property and Mergers & Acquisitions, we undertake
all formalities required for the successful completion of our clients’ objectives.
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COMPETITION & ANTITRUST
Our firm has a deep knowledge of competition law and offers its clients strategic
advice; we have a clear market perception and work with precision for our clients’
needs and core business. We offer both consulting as well as litigation services
regarding competition and antitrust law and have considerable experience in
Parallel Trade issues within the life science sector. More specifically, we help our
clients anticipate and confront potential competition and antitrust issues, navigate
through the negotiation of core agreements and represent them before competent
Courts and Competition Authorities.

INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY

We serve our clients’ interests in intellectual property (“IP”) across a wide spectrum of healthcare IP issues, spanning
from Data Protection to Compliance for Life Sciences and Medical Technology companies. We provide clients with
general and strategic legal advice regarding e-health projects, patents, trademarks and trade secrets. We regularly
advise on the issues which arise from actual or potential breaches of licensing agreements. While electronically
stored and transmitted information is inherently global, the laws and enforcement mechanisms still have their trace
in EU and within national borders.
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LITIGATION & DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Our firm has significant experience on litigation, having dealt successfully with
numerous complex and high-risk cases before the Greek Courts. By being proactive,
we gain the time to explore all options and resolve a dispute before it escalates. We
differentiate by offering strategic business thinking and a clear point of view, rooted
in our legal knowledge. We defend our clients on civil, administrative, penal actions
tackling their most complicated disputes. We furthermore have expert knowledge
on nutrition, health and medical claims. We have successfully engaged our firm
in product liability and safety, clinical negligence, agreements violations and
terminations, financial claims, competition violations, as well as IP infringements,
as well as healthcare compliance Anti-bribery (FCPA) cases including white-collar
crimes and investigations, where we have had exceptional results. Our team prides
itself for the in depth understanding of the particularities of each case and offers a
clear horizon of client action on legal matters.

CLINICAL NEGLIGENCE & MALPRACTICE
First rate healthcare is the primary objective for all health practitioners. However, sometimes this objective
is not met, leading to great stress for everyone involved. We will work tirelessly to gather the evidence
needed to support your claim and proceed to analyze each of the three key elements of each claim – duty
of care, breach of duty and causation of injury. Our research, enriched by our collaboration with important
practicing experts, will leave no stone unturned and our skills in cross examination of even highly specialized
clinical professionals will secure a fair result. Our health law team can deliver successful strategies and
invent resources to keep the costs under control for all parties involved.
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SUSTAINABILITY CONSULTING
Disclosing sustainability information inspires accountability and
supports companies of any size to protect the environment and
improve society. It helps identify and manage risks and enables
organizations to seize new opportunities, while at the same time
economically thrive by improving governance and stakeholder
relations, enhancing reputation and building trust.
We help you understand business and regulatory threats and
opportunities for your core business, explore and execute
commercial transactions, monitor performance and assure
public disclosures on progress. We assist you by making your
production and supply chains more sustainable, understanding
and enhancing the environmental performance of your line of
products and finally, allowing you - from a legal standpoint – to
produce foods for diets that are both healthy and sustainable.
Therefore, we provide you with a tailored service supported by
global methodologies (GRI Standards) to address issues relating
to your specific needs.
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REGULATORY & LOBBYING
We respond to our clients’ needs immediately and
effectively, covering a wide range of life science
products. Our focus includes product classification,
market access, pricing and reimbursement, promotion
and advertising, data exclusivity, product recalls,
inspection and risk assessment, product classifications
and CE marking, clinical trials, supply, manufacture
and license agreements. Our global network enables
us to deal with complex issues of cross-border scope,
promptly and efficiently. Our daily involvement in law
and policymaking ensures a predictive capacity in
seeing regulatory changes brewing both nationally and
internationally before they officially come into effect.
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